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          Working with Lending Bear is so easy!

          You'll Love Lending Bear's Easy, Fast & Headache-Free Process
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                          1. Contact Us
                      

          Apply online, in one of our stores or give us a call now.
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                          2. Get Approved
                      

          Get fast approval with the customer service you deserve.
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                          3. Get Your Cash
                      

          Cash in hand or in your bank account the same day.
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          Loan Types
	Payday Loans
	Installment Loans
	Title Loans
	Pawn Loans



Rates & Terms
	Alabama
	Florida
	Georgia
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	Louisiana



Company
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	INFiN Best Practices



Legal
	Terms and Conditions
	Privacy Policy
	Security
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            *In order to receive a same-day online loan, it must be approved by 2:00 pm EST. Eligible loan amounts vary by state and product category.


There are a wide variety of loan products available in the marketplace, so your choice of lending products should match your financial needs. Small-dollar loans used over a long period of time can be expensive.
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Angela dunn ave was great and great service.
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HHH ENT1712691176

Mrs Toni was great and a delight cashing my check
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Greg Johnson1712690787

I am a long time customer with Lending Bear, and have seen a lot of their representatives all with very good service, but there is one that stood out, her name is Ms. Sheila. She always greet you with a warm smile, she's very respectful, and very attentive to your needs and concerns. Keep up the good work Lending Bear on hiring personnel of this caliber.
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They been a BLESSING during a Emergency Problem.  Great people to work with!  THANKS👍
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Kimberly Smith1712689340

Mrs Rose was great and very helpful come by anytime and you will not regret it I love lending bear!!!!
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Tory Summerset1712675547

Always friendly and helpful. Willing to work with you however they can. Such a great group of people.
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